
Computational Share-a-Thon

AAPT Recommendations for Computational Physics

Partnership for Integrating Computation in Undergraduate 
Physics (PICUP)

The American Association of Physics Teachers urges that every physics 
and astronomy department provide its majors and potential majors with 
appropriate instruction in computational physics. 
(from AAPT Statement on Computational Physics)

https://www.aapt.org/Resources/upload/AAPT_UCTF_CompPhysReport_final_B.pdf
https://www.compadre.org/PICUP/
https://www.aapt.org/Resources/policy/Statement-on-Computational-Physics.cfm


Spreadsheet Calculations to 
Elucidate Integration

Alex M. Barr
Howard Community College



Goal: To understand integrals as a tool for summing
a large number of very tiny contributions



Goal: To understand integrals as a tool for summing
a large number of very tiny contributions

Uniformly charged rod

Many identical point charges
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Task: Calculate the electric field of a uniformly charged rod at point w.

Do the calculation 3 times treating the rod as 100 charges, 500 
charges, and finally 1,000 charges.



Spreadsheet Calculations:
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1piiqRNuE9tg2IhQPxF1cnd_
DZANU5on_gAkB4Vx3VRo/edit?usp=sharing

Instructions to Students:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1JAK9tgfFxxw44gNw7cASDSnQ
szfWfCDFMSdzZGggKAg/edit?usp=sharing

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1piiqRNuE9tg2IhQPxF1cnd_DZANU5on_gAkB4Vx3VRo/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1JAK9tgfFxxw44gNw7cASDSnQszfWfCDFMSdzZGggKAg/edit?usp=sharing


Using Desmos to Illustrate Phase 
Velocity vs. Group Velocity

Carl Mungan
US Naval Academy



Desmos: A free online graphing tool that can also animate graphs, 
https://www.desmos.com/calculator/8ydtnvn5tb

Traveling wave with frequency 1
Traveling wave with frequency 2
Superposition

https://www.desmos.com/calculator/8ydtnvn5tb


Zooming out we see beats



Can use animated graph to measure speed of red and blue waves and 
compare to speed of envelope.

Click to turn on envelope



Modeling a Curveball using 
Trinket

Brett Taylor
Radcliff University



Trinket: A free online environment for writing VPython programs, 
https://trinket.io/glowscript/e5804950bd

https://trinket.io/glowscript/e5804950bd


Can provide students a complete or nearly complete set of code on the 
left which they can modify and click run see the results on the right.



Visualization is 3D. Right click to change viewing angle and scroll to 
zoom. Change omega to see ball curve relative to strike zone.



Students can modify the code, save the program as their own, and email 
instructor the link to their code.

Allows students to explore velocity dependent drag and Magnus force, topics 
usually too advanced to be studied analytically in first year physics.

Students can modify code to answer their own questions. Ex) Would a penny 
falling from the Sears Tower be traveling fast enough to cause serious harm?
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